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1. WHO WE ARE?
Key figures

- 1'500 rated organisations, 500’000 analyzed resources
- 21 vertical industries
- 2 categories, +40 metrics
- +150 active users on trial
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2. WHY CYBER RATING?
Online Certifications Training

CISM  CISA  CISSP

Become a Cyber Security Expert
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The way we like to see our cybersecurity
The way we like to see cybersecurity of others
The way our board sees our cybersecurity
And sometimes the way our board could see it
3. HOW IT WORKS?
Effortless for client

Automated & Continuous

Non-invasive

Collect
Assess
Cyrate
Monitor

Facts
- Domain Protection
- Denial of Services Protection
- Email Protection
- Website Protection

Events
- Connection to botnets
- Spam Propagation
- Hosting malwares
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What do we assess?
What is an event?
At the end, the way CYRATING sees your cybersecurity
4. HOW TO USE IT?
Organisation A in Technology industry

Position of Organisation A cybersecurity performance within the Technology industry.

Compare yourself with others

Build, execute and monitor your plan
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Benchmark & stimulate your entities

Continuously monitor your suppliers
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Communicate  Progress  Achieve goals
5. LEARNING & TAKEAWAYS
Perception of cybersecurity differs

Need a common and positive language

Need benchmark with others
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We are all already rated

Cyber rating supports organisations to improve their cybersecurity

Non-invasive, you can easily monitor your 3rd parties cyber risks
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Thank you
Follow us: @CYRATING
Say Hello! at: hello@cyrating.com